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Abstract. Human serum albumin �HSA� complexation with querce-
tin, a flavonoid commonly present in human diet, was monitored by
means of fluorescence decays of the single HSA tryptophan - Trp214.
Data analysis based on fitting to multiexponential functions and de-
termining the lifetime distributions revealed a high sensitivity of tryp-
tophan fluorescence to binding quercetin. Results are discussed in
terms of the rotamer model for tryptophan, HSA-quercetin complex-
ation and potential HSA to quercetin energy transfer. Evidence for
quercetin stabilising tryptophan rotamers in HSA is presented. © 2007
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Introduction

here is increasing optimism that nanoscience applied to
edicine will bring significant advances in diagnosis, e.g.,

resymptom disease monitoring, and will enable the use of
reventative medicines at an early stage. One of the tech-
iques that show much promise in this field is fluorescence,
ith its ability to offer noninvasive sensing by using light and

ts sensitivity to molecular events occurring on the nanometer
cale. Sensing based on intrinsic fluorophores like the amino
cids tryptophan and tyrosine has been widely investigated
nd offers full noninvasiveness, as the biomolecular systems
re not perturbed by any extrinsic fluorophores such as those
roposed for glucose sensing.1–3

In this work, we focus on flavonoids, components of hu-
an diet associated with a number of biological activities in

he human body, many of which can contribute to the preven-
ion of disease. Fluorescence research on flavonoids to
ate,4–10 mostly steady state, demonstrates a unique
nvironment-sensitive fluorescence of some flavonoids and
heir specific binding to proteins, DNA, and biomembranes.
his makes flavonoids potential alternatives to fluorescent
mino acids for noninvasive sensing.4,5 On many occasions
hey can play the roles of an analyte and fluorescence sensor
imultaneously.

Flavonoids occur in many plants of higher genera, i.e.,
egetables, fruits, and their products, e.g., teas, red wine,
hocolate. In nature they regulate plant growth, inhibit or kill
any bacteria strains, inhibit viral enzymes, e.g., transcriptase

nd protease, and destroy some pathogenic protozoans.4,5 The
eneficial therapeutic role of flavonoids was already recogn-
sed in the 1930’s,6 but in the past two decades interest in
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therapeutically active flavonoids has undergone a remarkable
renaissance due to their antioxidant role in a wide range of
diseases like cancers, tumors, allergies, AIDS, and different
free-radical-mediated disorders �e.g., atherosclerosis, is-
chemia, neuronal degeneration, and cardiovascular ailments�.7

Most of the pharmacological actions of flavonoids are
caused by their binding to biomolecular targets and causing
alterations in their structures and functions. These interactions
have been monitored by means of the steady-state fluores-
cence of the bound flavonoid,8,9 or by altering fluorescence of
the fluorogenic target.10,11 For example, it has been found that
the flavone fisetin5 binds DNA, which triggers excited-state
proton transfer �ESPT� and results in increased tautomeric
emission, proving that fisetin is localized in a hydrophobic
environment. It has been also shown that the mechanism of
binding is intercalative, as ethidium bromide replaces fisetin
from its binding site in DNA in a competitive manner. On
binding to human serum albumin �HSA�, fisetin also shows
tautomer emission, and fluorescence resonance energy trans-
fer �FRET� from tryptophan to fisetin is observed for the ex-
citation at 280 nm, suggesting close proximity between
molecules.8 Other flavones, like quercetin,9 morin, or myrice-
tin, also demonstrate strongly enhanced fluorescence on bind-
ing to specific proteins, e.g., bovine serum albumin �BSA� or
insulin. Tryptophan fluorescence quenching was used10 to
monitor interactions between BSA and catechin, epicatechin,
rutin, and quercetin. The steady-state measurements suggested
mixed static and collisional quenching. Similar experiment
with HSA11 confirmed formation of a ground-state complex,
but also revealed influence of transition metal ions on
flavonoid-protein complex formation.

Affinity of flavonoids to protein, together with the natural
fluorescence of both, enable opportunities for noninvasive
monitoring of their mutual interactions. In this research we
1083-3668/2007/12�3�/034013/7/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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sed HSA as a model protein. HSA is the most abundant of
he proteins in the blood plasma and acts as a transport carrier
f endogenous and exogenous ligands poorly soluble in water
e.g., some drugs, fatty acids, etc.�. It can be easily bound by
number of flavonoids, including quercetin �see Fig. 1� used

n these studies.
HSA is composed of several mostly helical domains that

re structured by 17 disulfide bridges.12 In particular, subdo-
ains IIA and IIIA are delimited by a hydrophobic surface on

ne side and a positively charged surface on the other side,
hich allow them to specifically bind negatively charged het-

rocyclic ligands of average size and small aromatic carboxy-
ic acids, respectively.12 The only tryptophan �Trp 214� in
SA is part of the subdomain IIA. HSA contains also 18

yrosines �Tyr� distributed throughout the protein at distances
hort enough to enable mutual Tyr→Tyr or Tyr→Trp
RET, but Trp→Tyr energy transfer is very unlikely due to
oor spectral overlap between Trp emission and Tyr absorp-
ion spectra.

As HSA and Q in a complex are both fluorescent, their
nteractions can be monitored by means of three types of ex-
eriments �Fig. 2�: excitation of HSA and detection of its
uorescence �Fig. 2�a��, excitation of Q and detection of Q
uorescence �Fig. 2�b��, and possibly, excitation of HSA and
etection of fluorescence of Q as a result of FRET from Trp
14 in HSA to Q �Fig. 2�c��. All three approaches, based on
teady-state and lifetime measurements, were attempted in
his work to give complementary information on the excited-
tate kinetics and thus the flavonoid-protein interactions.

Experimental
.1 Sample Preparation
uercetin dihydrate and HSA were purchased from Sigma-
ldrich and used without further purification. Buffered water

Fig. 1 Molecular structure of quercetin.

ig. 2 Three potential channels of gaining information on HSA-Q in-
eraction: �a� excitation and detection of tryptophan, �b� excitation
nd detection of flavonoid, and �c� excitation of HSA and detection of
avonoid. The pulsed sources wavelengths and the detection mono-

hromator settings used in these studies are also shown.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 034013-
solutions �0.01-M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4� of 30-�M quer-
cetin with varying concentrations of HSA �0 to 60 �M� and
of 30-�M HSA with varying concentrations of quercetin �0 to
60 �M� were prepared on the day of measurement.

2.2 Steady-State Measurements
The steady-state measurements were performed using a
Perkin-Elmer �Beaconsfield, UK� Lambda 2 UV/VIS spec-
trometer for absorption and a Perkin-Elmer LS-50 B lumines-
cence spectrometer for fluorescence spectra. Quercetin fluo-
rescence was also probed by a Horiba Jobin Yvon �Stanmore,
UK� SkinSkan spectrometer specially designed to enable
front-face excitation as encountered in medical sensing.

2.3 Time-Resolved Measurements
The time-correlated single-photon counting technique
�TCSPC� was used to record the fluorescence decays. The
IBH 5000U fluorescence lifetime system �Horiba Jobin Yvon
IBH Limited, Glasgow, UK�, equipped with a choice of
nanoLEDs emitting �600 ps �fwhm� pulses at 279 nm,13

295 nm,14 or 265 nm15 with the repetition rate of 1 MHz,
was ideal for exciting fluorescence of amino acids in proteins.
The time calibration of the system was 7.06 ps/channel.

In the TCSPC technique, the fluorescence decay function
I�t� is related to the experimental decay function F�t� by the
convolution integral

F�t� =�
0

t

L�t��I�t − t��dt�, �1�

where L�t� is an excitation pulse profile. Two methods of
deconvolution were used to reveal I�t�. 1. Fitting to a multi-
exponential function using the least-squares method �DAS 6
package from Horiba Jobin Yvon IBH Limited�. I�t� was ex-
pressed as an analytical function with some unknown param-
eters. I�t� was convoluted with the excitation pulse profile
L�t� and then compared with the experimental decay function
F�t�in terms of the �2 goodness-of-fit criteria. The best-fit
parameters of I�t� were found by minimizing the �2 functions.
This approach was extensively used and proved its usefulness
in recovery of the relatively simple decays �1- to
3-exponential, collisional quenching, Förster FRET�. 2. On
many occasions biological samples demonstrate fluorescence
decays too complex to be expressed by analytical formula,
and it is helpful to represent I�t� as

I�t� =�
0

�

exp�− t/��gD���d� , �2�

and determine the fluorescence lifetime distribution function
gD��� using the maximum entropy method �MEM�.16

This method �Pulse 5 procedure from Maximum Entropy
Data Consultants Limited, Bury St. Edmunds, UK� recovers
the gD��� function and is ideal for representing I�t� in a
model-free form. However, the applicability of this model-
free deconvolution is limited to the fluorescence decays that
have no rise time. This limit results from the nature of the

gD�t�, which, as the distribution function, cannot be negative.

May/June 2007 � Vol. 12�3�2
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Results and Discussion
.1 Absorption and Fluorescence Spectra
igure 3 presents the absorption spectra of quercetin in a
uffer solution, without and with HSA. Free quercetin
30 �M� shows absorption peaks at 270, 325, and 376 nm.
he addition of HSA �30 �M� results in enhanced absorption
f quercetin, with the peaks at 325 and 376 nm shifted to
bout 328 and 400 nm, respectively. Similar results were ob-
ained in earlier studies.17 Further increase of HSA level �up
o 60 �M�, increases the absorption peak at 400 nm only
lightly. These observations are a first indication of the poten-
ial HSA-quercetin complex formation. Although there is pos-
ible indication of an isosbestic point in Fig. 3, further inves-
igations suggest there is none, probably because three
pecies, namely HSA, quercetin, and HSA-quercetin complex,
re contributing to the absorption spectrum.

The interaction was further investigated by steady-state
easurements of the solutions containing fixed amounts of
SA �30 �M� and varying concentrations of quercetin �0 to
0 �M� �Fig. 4�. The sample with the lowest concentration of
uercetin �10 �M� exhibits a maximum in the absorption
pectra at 400 nm. Increasing the content of quercetin results

ig. 3 The absorption spectra of the solutions containing 30-�M quer-
etin and 0, 30, and 60 �M of HSA.

ig. 4 The absorption spectra of the solutions containing 30-�M HSA

nd increasing �0÷60 �M� concentrations of quercetin.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 034013-
in stronger absorption, but also a shift of the spectra toward
shorter wavelengths is observed, with the peak achieving
390 nm for 60 �M of quercetin. It suggests that for the
�quercetin�� �HSA�, we observe the absorption of the HSA-
quercetin complex only, while for �quercetin���HSA�, the ab-
sorption of free quercetin is also present.

Fluorescence spectra were measured for two different ex-
citation wavelengths, namely 27913 and 29514 nm. The exci-
tation at 279 nm, which fits better to the absorption maximum
of the HSA �see Fig. 4�, resulted in the spectra shown on Fig.
5. In the absence of quercetin, the HSA fluorescence is domi-
nated by tryptophan ��340 nm� with some contribution of
tyrosine ��315 nm�. Fluorescence of both amino acids
gradually decreases with increasing amounts of quercetin,
with tryptophan fluorescence decreasing much faster. Finally,
for a quercetin level of 60 �M, tyrosine fluorescence domi-
nates. This result indicates some kind of quenching of ty-
rosine and tryptophan fluorescence by quercetin and that the
tryptophan quenching is much more efficient. The last obser-
vation suggests that the quercetin binding site is close to the
tryptophan.

The other conclusion, which can be drawn from Fig. 5, is
that using the 279-nm nanoLED in lifetime measurements
would be expected to result in complex fluorescenct decays,
as they would reflect kinetics involving tyrosine, tryptophan,
and quercetin. Selective excitation of tryptophan by using the
295-nm nanoLED can offer more clear information on the
interaction between tryptophan and quercetin, as the tyrosine
absorption of this wavelength is low and the contribution of
tyrosine to the kinetics is minimized. This is illustrated by
Fig. 6, showing HSA fluorescence excited at 295 nm,
quenched by quercetin. The spectra do not show a contribu-
tion from tyrosine. An inset shows a magnified 450- to
550-nm section of the spectra, showing very weak fluores-
cence of quercetin, which provides evidence of some FRET,
as tryptophan does not emit in this spectral region. Indeed, the
spectral overlap between the absorption spectrum of the
quercetin-HSA complex and the fluorescence spectrum of the
Trp214 results in the critical transfer distance R0�24 Å,18

Fig. 5 Fluorescence spectra of 30-�M HSA with varying concentra-
tions of quercetin, excited at 279 nm.
suggesting the contribution of FRET to the total kinetics.

May/June 2007 � Vol. 12�3�3
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.2 Quercetin: Human Serum Albumin Ratio
he Q:HSA ratio in the HSA-Q complex was established on

he basis of the steady-state spectra. It was assumed that the
omplexation of HSA with quercetin occurs according to the
quation

HSA + nQ → QnHSA,

here n is a number of Q-binding sites on the HSA molecule.
he total concentration of HSA, �HSAt�, is the sum of the
oncentrations of the bound �QnHSA� and free �HSAf� albu-
in.

�HSAt� = �HSAf� + �QnHSA� . �3�

he relevant binding constant KQ is defined as

KQ =
�QnHSA�

�Q�n�HSAf�
, �4�

hus

KQ =
�HSAt� − �HSAf�

�Q�n�HSAf�
. �5�

fter rearrangements,

�HSAt�
�HSAf�

− 1 = KQ�Q�n. �6�

s the intensity of fluorescence F��HSAf�, and, for an al-
umin only, F0��HSAt�, the concentration ratio in Eq. �6�
an be replaced by F0 /F, and finally

�F0 − F�/F = Kq�Q�n. �7�

s Fig. 7 shows, the linear dependence of �F0−F� /F versus
Q�n, was obtained for n=1.31. The prior result is consistent
ith the 1:1 �HSA�:�quercetin� ratio. However, exact interpre-

ation of the received number may indicate that in about 2/3

ig. 6 Fluorescence spectra of 30-�M HSA with varying concentra-
ions of quercetin, excited at 295 nm. An inset shows an increased
uorescence in the region 490 to 550 nm, which is consistent with
RET from HSA to quercetin.
f complexes, one HSA molecules is bound by one quercetin

ournal of Biomedical Optics 034013-
molecule, while in the remaining 1/3 of them, one HSA mol-
ecule is bound by two quercetin molecules. The estimated
value of Kq is �7.6±0.8��104 M−1.

3.3 Direct Excitation of Quercetin in Human Serum
Albumin and Quercetin Complex

HSA-quercetin interactions were probed by means of the
scheme shown in Fig. 2�b� by direct excitation of quercetin at
373 nm and detection of fluorescence spectra. Figure 8 shows
results obtained using a SkinSkan spectrometer, which uses
fiber optics and front-face excitation, practical for in-vivo
sensing. In spite of a low concentration of quercetin, the spec-
tra were easily measurable, which makes quercetin potentially
useful in noninvasive transdermal sensing applications.

In the absence of HSA, a weak fluorescence with two
peaks at 430 and 535 nm was found �Fig. 8�. Addition of
HSA results in enhancement of quercetin fluorescence and
small shifts of the peaks to 445 and 545 nm, respectively.
However, for �quercetin���HSA�, the longer wavelength peak
tends to return to its previous position �535 nm�, indicating
some contribution of the free-quercetin fluorescence. The
characteristic dual fluorescence of quercetin observed here
can be attributed to two emitting forms of quercetin: a normal
form �band with the peak at 430 nm� and the ESPT form

Fig. 7 Quercetin:HSA ratio plot. The n value resulting in linearity of
the �F0−F� /F versus �Q�n plot was found to be 1.31.

Fig. 8 Fluorescence spectra of quercetin with varying concentrations

of HSA excited at 373 nm.

May/June 2007 � Vol. 12�3�4
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545 nm�.19 The intensity ratio of the tautomer to normal
uorescence decreases with increasing concentration of HSA,
ntil �HSA�/�quercetin��1, and then it tends to level off. This
uggests that ESPT in quercetin occurs much easier when the
olecule is bound to HSA.

.4 Lifetime Data
ime-resolved fluorescence lifetime measurements were car-
ied out for a sample containing a 30-�M HSA and varying
0 to 60 �M� concentrations of quercetin. The single tryp-
ophan in HSA, Trp214, was selectively excited at 295 nm
nd fluorescence decays were collected at 340 nm. Lifetime
ata were initially fitted to multiexponential functions using
he least-squares method. This analysis demonstrated three-
xponential decays of HSA, both without and with quercetin
dded. The three lifetimes found for free HSA were: 0.793 ns
2.05%�, 4.089 ns �44.59%�, and 7.145 ns �53.35%�, consis-
ent with previous measurements.13,14 According to a widely
ccepted rotamer model, these three lifetimes can be referred
o three possible conformations of tryptophan in HSA.20

umbers in brackets indicate a percentage contribution of
uorescence of each rotamer component. Adding quercetin to

he system triggered changes in lifetimes and relative contri-
utions of rotamers �see Fig. 9�, but a 3-exponential nature of
he decay was maintained as judged by the �2=1.00±0.05
nd a random distribution of residuals.

Figure 9 shows all three lifetimes decreasing with the con-
entration of quercetin increasing from zero to the doubled
oncentration of HSA. Reduction in lifetimes can be an indi-
ation of the quenching of tryptophan fluorescence by quer-
etin, but the already complex nature of the decay of HSA
lone makes it difficult to determine which mechanism of
uenching is involved, and whether it is the only process re-
ponsible for the observed changes. Indeed, quercetin-induced
erturbations of the tryptophan neighborhood are likely to
ause changes in fluorescence decays of the rotamers. This is
upported by observed changes here in the contribution of the
otamer �B3�, which decreases with quercetin increase, while
he middle-lifetime rotamer �B2� becomes dominating. At this
tage, neither quenching nor environment change can be ex-
luded. Although a three-exponential model seems to be ap-
ropriate on the grounds of statistical criteria, it seems to be
oo simplistic to describe the actual kinetics.

To reveal more information on the actual excited-state ki-
etics of tryptophan, the raw fluorescence decays were reana-

ig. 9 Lifetime data by means of three-exponential decays. Fluores-
ence decays were fitted to I�t�=A+b1 exp�−t /�1�+b2 exp�−t /�2�
b3 exp�−t /�3�. The plot presents the percentage contribution of each
omponent, namely Bi=bi�i /�bj�j.
yzed and the lifetime distribution functions were determined

ournal of Biomedical Optics 034013-
using software based on the maximum entropy method.16 In
this approach, a simple three-exponential function would be
represented by three sharp peaks on the lifetime distribution
versus lifetime plot.

In our case �see Fig. 10�, broad distributions of lifetimes
were obtained, indicating complex kinetics of tryptophan
fluorescence. For free HSA, the rotamer lifetime distribution
would be expected to show three maxima, but instead of nar-
row peaks, broad overlapping profiles are obtained. This sug-
gests that tryptophan can remain in a practically continuous
set of configurations, and the model of three tryptophan rota-
mers, each characterised by a specific conformation/
fluorescence lifetime, is an approximation. It seems that tryp-
tophan in free HSA is more flexible than can be concluded
from its decay fitting to a three-exponential function.

However, adding the first portion of quercetin �10 �M�
results in the lifetime distribution becoming much more struc-
tured, with three well-defined peaks at 1.25, 3.34, and
6.55 ns. In our opinion, this qualitative change in the lifetime
distribution profile is mainly caused by quercetin-induced
structural modification of the tryptophan local environment
stabilizing the range of possible tryptophan orientations,
rather than by quenching, which, however, can also contribute
here. Further increasing of the amount of quercetin to 20 and

Fig. 10 Lifetime distribution functions for HSA excited at 295 nm with
increasing concentrations of quercetin. The number in each plot indi-
cates the concentration of quercetin in �M.
then to 30 �M enhances the effect of separation of the life-

May/June 2007 � Vol. 12�3�5
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imes, but also the peak lifetimes become shorter. This obser-
ation is consistent with quercetin binding HSA at a close
istance to tryptophan, which results in two processes occur-
ing simultaneously: structural perturbation, which restricts
ryptophan rotations, and quenching of tryptophan fluores-
ence. Effectively discrete rotamer conformation is being en-
anced by the binding of quercetin.

Beginning with a 30-�M sample, the lifetime distribution
unctions maintain their three-peak structure, and the peak
ifetimes continue to decrease with the quercetin concentra-
ion increase. The last observation suggests that at the higher
oncentrations of quercetin ��quercetin���HSA��, quenching
tarts to play a dominating role. An increased emission ob-
erved in the 490- to 550-nm section of the fluorescence spec-
ra of the complex �Fig. 6� and relatively large R0�24 Å for
he HSA/quercetin pair are consistent with the mechanism of
his quenching being FRET. However, Fig. 10 shows also
nother feature of the recovered lifetime distributions: the
iddle-lifetime rotamer peak is monotonically increasing
ith quercetin, while the long-lifetime rotamer peak is de-

reasing �see also Fig. 11�.
It seems that both perturbations in the tryptophan environ-

ent and FRET can result in the observed behavior of the
ecay function. In the case of environment perturbations, the
iddle-lifetime rotamer can gradually become more favorable

han the long-lifetime rotamer. On the other hand, FRET be-
ween the long-lifetime rotamer and quercetin can be more
ffective due to distance or orientation-related factors. As life-
ime analysis cannot distinguish between these effects, HSA-
ther flavonoids experiments might be helpful in confirming
he suggested mechanisms.

Conclusion
e report steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence studies

n flavonoid quercetin binding HSA. Steady-state results are
onsistent with the data previously reported by other authors.
he novelty of our approach to HSA-flavonoid lifetime stud-

es is based around using a new experimental opportunity,
amely selective excitation of tryptophan at 295 nm and the
nalysis of the decays based on the maximum entropy
ethod. The lifetime distribution functions revealed here,

haracterize the nature of Trp214	quercetin interactions, but

ig. 11 Evolution of rotamer lifetimes and their contributions. The 	�i

um of Gaussian profiles.
annot be interpreted in terms of a simple model. Indeed, the

ournal of Biomedical Optics 034013-
fluorescence kinetics of tryptophan alone is a subject of a
long-standing problem, and a rotamer model20 seems to be
only a good approximation of the real kinetics. In our system,
tryptophan kinetics is combined with HSA	quercetin interac-
tions, thus the precise interpretation of the resulting fluores-
cence responses has to be supported by additional informa-
tion. In our opinion, further progress in this important aspect
of nanomedical research can be stimulated by molecular dy-
namics, which is able to find possible locations and orienta-
tions of fluorophores attached to macromolecules, and thus
help to build improved models to explain the fluorescence
behavior. It would clearly be informative if a FRET analysis
of donor-acceptor locations1,21,22 could be demonstrated in
this case for HSA-quercetin.
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